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Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Convert CAD / DWG to PDF in Python - Troubleshooting - OpenGL
	Convert MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) to PDF in Python - Font embedding
	Write page content to PDF in Python - About writing page content
	Convert to PDF inside Windows service in Python

Forums:	How to sign with AATL compatible certs from USB/HSM?
	Can I Create a PDFDoc in Python Using the File Object Directly?
	PDFA Error 1126 The number of nested q/Q operators is greater than 28
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          How do I load the local. SHX fonts, can you provide a demo to load fonts (Python)?
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          To diagnose further we require the following information.

	Source input file(s)
	Your generated output file(s)
	Code, or settings, you used to generate the output, including any important variable values
	Screen shot of what you see, clearly indicating the following:

4.a Application used for viewing

4.b Page number on which the issue occurs (if document more than one page)

4.c Clearly indicate where the issue is in the screenshot

4.d Clearly indicate what you expected to see
	SDK version number
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